
End austerity

People are rightly tired of austerity politics on the continent, where it is
an integral part of the Euro scheme which has led to deep cuts in pay and
jobs in many of the participating countries. It is important the UK uses its
freedom outside the Euro to follow a policy that promotes more jobs and
higher pay. The good news is that the last eight years have been good years
for jobs growth here, but we could do better on the pay front. We have not
had to suffer the cash cuts in pay in the public sector seen in some Euro
countries.

The UK economy has been deliberately slowed by policy since March 2017 when I
first started highlighting the actions being taken. Tax hikes on homes and
cars allied with a marked tightening of credit and money did slow the growth
rate, led to a sharp decline in car sales, a big fall in buy to let activity
and to a big drop in turnover in parts of the housing market. The policies
were designed to do just this and they succeeded. We were told this was
necessary for a combination of reasons, including the need to be more prudent
and the wish to accelerate electric car sales at the expense of diesel and
petrol before there were sufficient good value and attractive electric cars
to buy.

The government should now relax policy a bit. Take home pay should be lifted
by tax cuts, as the current tax take from employee earnings is too big. Stamp
duties should be lowered to make homes a bit more affordable. Sensible rate
reductions will also boost tax revenue which has been reduced by penal rates.
Vehicle Excise duties should be put back to pre 2017 levels, and car loans to
buy new vehicles freed up a bit. Business rates, particularly on shop
premises, should be reduced.

The public services including schools, defence, the police and social care
are in need of more money. They should be asked to submit bids for what extra
service they could supply for increased funding, with payments made for good
plans for improvement.

The tax cuts and spending increases should be financed from the EU savings,
as I have explained before.

Visit to Mrs Bland’s Infant School in
Burghfield

I recently called in with local Councillors to meet the Head, pupils and
staff at the school.
The school is in need of some additional money for decorating and improvement
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works, which the Councillors agreed to assist with.
The children were enthusiastic about what they were doing and the teachers
engaged with their pupils. I would like to thank all involved for the work
they do.

Project Fear caricatures itself

The latest round of Project Fear stories are usually re runs of past versions
of the same thing. This time they are often repeated in even shriller and
more apocalyptic tones, as the clock ticks down to our exit in March 2019.

Let’s deal with a few of them:

1. They said ” The UK will lose the advantage of the EU policy removing
roaming charges for use of mobiles around Europe.” This was often mentioned
in the Referendum campaign as one of the few examples of a positive from the
EU. This week the main mobile companies confirmed they will not be imposing
new roaming charges when we leave! There is enough competition in the market
to keep prices down. A company like Vodafone anyway offers free roaming for
non EU countries like Norway and Turkey as well as Iceland, a country which
has left the EU. It is always wise to check your contract, as the so called
EU free roaming may well have a usage limit.

2. They said ” The trade deals the EU has with other countries around the
world will cease for us when we leave”. Six countries have already confirmed
in an international Agreement they will continue these more favourable terms
with the UK after we have left. No country who has signed an EU trade deal
has said it intends to cancel it for the UK.

3. They said “There will be delays and queues at the UK ports leading to food
shortages”. The UK government has made clear it is not going to impose a new
range of delaying checks and procedures at our ports to hold up food we wish
to buy from the continent after we have left. Why would we want to do that?

4. They said “The NHS could run out of medicines and we need to stockpile
before departure”. No EU pharmaceutical company that currently supplies the
NHS has said it wishes to cancel its contract the day we leave the EU! They
will be legally bound to carry on supplying us. The NHS and UK port
authorities have not announced any new checks or delays they wish to impose
on medicines approved here for use here and imported from the continent.

5. They said (Treasury and Bank of England) that we would have a recession in
the winter after voting to leave, with 800,000 job losses and a house price
collapse. None of this happened, with continued economic growth, record
levels of employment and a stable house market.

6. The press say the Bank is now forecasting a 35% house price fall if we
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just leave without a Withdrawal Agreement. This has recently been denied by
the Bank, which is relief, as there is no way just leaving the EU could lead
to any such house price fall.

7. Some still say airlines will not be able to fly into London after we
leave. The leading continental airlines are busy selling tickets for trips
into the UK after March next year, and assure those buying the tickets they
will be flying.

How much more of this nonsense do we have to listen to? When will more
journalists push back on these absurd stories?

Ten years on from Lehman – there was
an alternative to buying shares in the
banks

I reproduce today a post I wrote almost ten years ago, as one who saw the
banking crash coming. I urged lower interest rates on March 10 2008, March 28
2008 and finally proposed halving rates on July 18 2008 to relieve the fierce
squeeze and the difficulties rates were imposing on borrowers. I argued
against the severity of the money squeeze administered in 2008, and argued
that shareholders and bondholders should take the hit of the losses incurred,
with private sector refinancing of the strengthened banks. RBS, for example,
had plenty of assets and trading businesses to sell to generate cash and slim
its bloated balance sheet. This approach was finally adopted for future
crises, with the living wills idea for banks, but was not adopted for the
crisis we were living through. As a result it took longer to sort out the
banks and additional resentment grew against them given their easy access to
taxpayer investment in shares.

We need a better recovery plan

First Published: October 19, 2008

It is usually dangerous when the Establishment unites behind a single policy
and says there is no alternative. The last time that happened in the UK we
were lumbered with the Exchange Rate Mechanism which gave us a rapid
inflation followed by a recession.

Recently in the USA the Republican and Democrat leadership united with both
Presidential candidiates behind the Paulson plan. That plan turned out to be
bad politics, failing its first vote in Congress, and bad economics, leading
to subsequent modification by its own author.

Today I suggest a threefold aproach to the crisis.
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The first is to amend the government’s way of handling its approach to the
banking crisis.
I fully support the provison of liquidity and longer term loans to the banks.
They must take full security for these advances to protect the taxpayer. The
withdrawal of too much liquidity at times over the last fifteen months has
intensified the crisis.
The government should not spend £37 billion it cannot afford on buying bank
shares. It should refuse to finance the HBOS/LLoyds merger, leading to LLoyds
going it alone in the private market for its capital needs. The Regulators
should give HBOS and RBS time to increase their capital ratios, whilst the
government makes it clear it stands behind both banks with loans and cash if
needed. They could both improve their capital ratios by stopping dvidend
payments, cutting very high pay and bonuses, reducing staff through natural
wastage and other cost reducing measures, and reducing their loan books. It
should be their choice which combination of these measures they adopt.
The government and Bank are right to experiment with other ways of lending
and using guarantees to get the banking markets moving again.

The second is to get control of the public finances. Cancelling the £37
bllion will help. There are many other ways of starting to control pubic
spending, whilst keeping every nurse, teacher, doctor and teacher and other
important public service workers.

The third is to take action to stimulate the private sector, which is
crashing downwards rapidly. That means cutting interest rates by 200 basis
points or 2% immediatey, with the prospect of more to come if needed. It
means working with the energy, water and transport industries to see which
larger investment projects can be brought forward to provide some work for
the construction industry. It means redoubling efforts to help people back
into work who lose their jobs as the redundancies build up this winter.

This entry was posted in Blog. Bookmark the permalink. Both comments and
trackbacks are currently closed.

Visit to Burghfield on Friday

Yesterday I spent the afternoon in Burghfield accompanied by there West
Berkshire Councillors to talk to people about local and national issues.
Mostly people wanted to talk about local matters, including the state of
pavements, overhanging trees, the future for local shops and questions about
local schools.
I promised to take up again the level of business rates and its impact on
retail businesses, where rates have got up following the revaluations at a
time when retail competition is intensifying from new stores and more
particularly from the internet.
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